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Characters 
Caroline- Main character and point of view. 
Sam- Main character and Caroline's crush. 
Erin- Sam's online girlfriend. 
Sam’s Mom- Kinda snarky sweetheart. 
Caroline’s Dad- He means well. 
Caroline’s Mom- She tries her best. 
 
Timothy- Caroline's original character who is a vampire rock star. 
Niko- Sam's original character who is a cyborg pop star. 
Kagaya-san- Erin's original character who is their manager. 
 
Glossary 
Bishounen- A Japanese word that means "pretty boys." 
Contact- Jpop duo made up of Yuusuke and Haru. 
Rei Tanaka- A singer who was produced by Yuusuke after Contact broke up. 
Anime Implosion- The anime convention where Rei is making his debut. 
Dance It Up- A video game in which the players must press arrows on the floor in sync with 
music. 
Magnetism- An anime that Caroline and Sam like.  
 
Note on Fictionalization: The names of J-pop performers, conventions, anime titles, video 
games, shops, etc. have been fictionalized to protect privacy and copyright. The events in the 
story are inspired by the author's life and remixed with fictional people and situations.  
 
Note on Gender: One of my goals is to portray an experience similar to my own of being trans 
without the language or concept as it is currently understood. Therefore, while Caroline and 
Sam are trans characters, the word transgender is not used by the characters. However, in the 
context of discussing the script it is applicable and appropriate to use the word 'trans' or 
'transgender.' I refer to Caroline and Sam using they/them pronouns in the script, but when they 
are talking with each other or other characters they may use a variety of pronouns depending on 
the situation. 
 
 



Script  
Sketchbook 

[The scene opens on the mall from above and we zoom in to see our protagonist, Caroline, who is 
working at the Fun Zone, a video game arcade at the mall. Their name tag, 'Caroline,' is visible. 
They are sitting behind the counter drawing, and we see an image of the character they are drawing 
in their sketchbook: an anime-style vampire boy. Also visible on the page are his name and 'stats' 
which read “Name: Timothy. Likes: Chamber music, cuddling, blood.”] 

 

CAROLINE INNER DIALOGUE: Thank goodness it's only half and hour 'til closing. 

[Caroline glances out the front door at Sam, who is working at the ice cream stand across the way.] 

CAROLINE INNER DIALOGUE: I wonder if Sam's going to come in and play today. They started 
working at Icy Drops two weeks ago they've come in almost every day. 

[Caroline smiles and blushes to themself when they are interrupted by a rude customer.] 

RUDE GUY: Hey! Jet-Tpss ate my money! This always happens, I want a refund! 

CAROLINE: I don't have access to cash but I can give you tokens. 

RUDE GUY: What good are tokens if the machine's broken?! 

CAROLINE: I..I'm sorry! I'll fix it right away! 

[Caroline goes to the machine and gets to work fixing it. When they stand up the rude customer is 
gone. When they look closer they see that their sketchbook is gone too!] 

CAROLINE: It's on free pla--My sketchbook! It's goooone! I bet that guy took it! Should I call 
security? Chase him myself? Oh god, he's going to look at my drawings... 

[In a panic Caroline decides to close the shop early.] 

CAROLINE: (addressing the last customer in the arcade playing a game) Uh, hey, we're closing! 

KID: Huh? Aw c'mon! 

CAROLINE: S...sorry. Here, you can have these tokens for next time.  

KID: Whatever, lady! 

[Caroline exits the arcade and is closing the roll-down door.] 

CAROLINE INNER DIALOGUE: I'm such an idiot… 

[A voice comes from off panel] 

SAM: Hey! 



[Caroline releases the roll-down gate out of surprise and it snaps back up.] 

CAROLINE: Oh! H...hi!  

SAM: Whoops, I didn't mean to scare you! 

CAROLINE: [nervous laughter] How's it going Sam? 

SAM: Looks like I'm too late to play-- hey are you okay? You look kinda… 

[Caroline notices that Sam is holding their stolen sketchbook under their arm.] 

CAROLINE: My sketchbook!! How did you-- 

SAM: Oh, is this yours? I found it in our trash… 

CAROLINE: Ohmygod thank you! A customer stole it! 

SAM: Seriously? What a jerk! 

CAROLINE: I thought it was gone forever! 

SAM: I um, I kinda looked at it...You're really good at drawing! Actually, I have a whole sketchbook 
full of characters too. 

CAROLINE: Really? 

SAM: Yeah, I'll bring my sketchbook tomorrow. 

SAM: Sooo...Since you got your sketchbook back are you still gonna close early? 

CAROLINE: Oh! You wanna play Dance It Up? 

SAM: Yes! I've had 'Dragonfly' in my head my whole shift! 

CAROLINE: I saw you play that song on hard-mode the other day. 

SAM: I'm glad I didn't notice, it's hard not to mess up if I think someone's watching! [laughter] 

[Caroline and Sam go back into the arcade, smiling.] 

 

Binding 

The scene opens with Caroline standing in front of their closet getting dressed. They pull out some 
Ace bandages and struggle to wrap their chest before putting on their shirt and attempting to sneak 
past their parents who are sitting on the couch watching TV. Their parents notice and engage 
Caroline in a conversation.] 

DAD: There she is! 

MOM: Oh! Hi honey! 

CAROLINE: Oh, uh, hey! 



DAD: It seems like you already moved out. [laugh] 

MOM: Except that food still disappears! [both laugh] 

CAROLINE: [nervous laughter] Yeah, well, y'know... between work and college applications I-- 

MOM: [interrupting] Oh, that reminds me, I got a letter from that art college. 

[Mom stands and starts to look for the letter to give it to Caroline.] 

CAROLINE: Oh, no, that's fine! I'll get it later, I have to go. 

MOM: It'll only take a moment, just a sec! 

CAROLINE: Mom, I'm gonna be late… 

MOM: See? Here it is! 

[She approaches Caroline with the letter and Caroline is getting increasingly nervous.] 

MOM: I think you would like this school. I looked at it online and it seems...artsy. 

[She notices Caroline's chest.] 

MOM: Honey! Why are you doing that!? 

[She reaches for Caroline's chest and Caroline swats at her hand causing their Mom to drop the 
letter.] 

CAROLINE: Don't! 

CAROLINE: I...I told you it's for a costume. 

[Caroline bends down to get the letter.] 

MOM: [looking worried] A costume? But you're going to work. And why do you always have to dress 
up as a male character?! 

CAROLINE: BECAUSE!! 

DAD: [from the couch] Don't yell at your mom! 

CAROLINE: [trying to stay calm] Because… I like it, okay?! 

DAD: She's just worried about you. 

CAROLINE: I know… 

DAD: It's just, what will people think? 

MOM: You're not at one of your Japanimation conventions honey! 

CAROLINE: [yelling] It's called ANIME!! That's what it's called in Japan! 

[And with that, Caroline stomps out and slams the front door.] 



 

Bros 

[Caroline is sitting in the food court sipping on a drink. They are still upset about the interaction they 
just had with their parents.] 

CAROLINE INTERNAL: I'm such an idiot. What am I even doing?  

[Caroline notices some guys walking by. They have skateboards and they are horsing around.] 

BRO 1: C'mon bro, chicks! 

BRO 2: Yeah bro. 

BRO 3: Sports, man! 

BRO 1: Yeah dude. 

BRO 2: Haha, you did something gay. 

BRO 3: You suck! You're a girl. 

BRO 1: Shut up! 

CAROLINE INTERNAL: Who am I kidding? I'll never pass for a guy… and this thing is already killing 
me! 

[They squirm and tug at the bandage. When they look back up the Bros are standing in front of 
them.] 

BRO 1: Hey it's the arcade chick! 

CAROLINE: Oh, uh, hey, how's it going? 

BRO 2: Hey what's up, you're not working? 

CAROLINE: No, I mean, yeah, but later today. 

BRO 3: Um... did you forget to wear your push-up bra today? 

[He starts laughing.] 

BRO 1: Shut up dude, that's not cool! 

CAROLINE: ha..ha. [Caroline is turning red.] 

BRO 2: Yeah this isn't highschool dumbass! Sorry about him. 

[They shove their friend along. As they are walking away Caroline overhears them continue their 
conversation.] 

BRO 3: Did you see though? She was totally flat! 

BRO 2: I know but, I saw her play Dance It Up and they moved like real boobs! 



BRO 1: I think she's a lesbian, dude. 

[Caroline runs into a stall in the women's bathroom and starts to angry-cry as they struggle out of 
their shirt and rip off the ace bandage binding their chest. They come out of the bathroom when they 
see Sam who is looking around for them.] 

SAM: Hey! 

[Caroline waves at them and gives a half-hearted smile. Sam look confused at first and then asks] 

SAM: Are... you okay? 

CAROLINE: Um, can we go somewhere else please? [Caroline is holding back tears.] 

SAM: Sure, yeah let's um, let's just go to my car. I just started my 15. [Checks watch.] 

[Cut to Caroline in the car crying.] 

CAROLINE: My parents told me not to wear it anyway so it's my fault. 

SAM: Hey, it is not your fault! 

CAROLINE: I'm sorry I feel so stupid, I know we just met... 

SAM: Actually I understand. 

CAROLINE: You do? 

SAM: I would wear one all the time if I could but it hurts so I usually just go for a tight sports bra. 

[Caroline stares at Sam and has stopped crying.] 

SAM: Ever since I started working next door, I thought you seemed cool and I had wanted to talk to 
you I just-- I was too nervous! [laughing] 

CAROLINE: Really? [laughing] You thought I seemed cool? I thought you seemed cool! 

SAM: Plus I saw the Magnetism anime button on your backpack. 

CAROLINE: I love Magnetism so much! 

SAM: Actually want to see some Magnetism fanart that I drew? 

CAROLINE: Yesss!! 

 

Original Characters 

[Sam gets out their sketchbook which is covered in stickers. They flip through it to find the page with 
the fanart on it and hand it to Caroline. Pictured is two bishounen in armor.] 

CAROLINE: Aaaahhh I love it!! Here, I've got to show you this picture I drew. 



[Caroline gets out their sketchbook and starts to flip through it. Sam stops them when they see a 
drawing they like.] 

SAM: Wait! Stop, who is that?! 

CAROLINE: Oh, uh that's Timothy, he's my character and uh, he's a vampire rockstar. 

SAM: He's a very fabulous dresser… 

CAROLINE: You think so? He is into fashion. 

[Sam reaches over and turns the page on their own sketchbook (which Caroline is holding) to reveal 
an image of their own original character Niko. Niko has pink hair and is wearing a microphone 
headpiece, rollerblades, and a funky outfit.] 

SAM: This is Niko. He's one of my original characters. He's a pop star in the future and is part robot! 

CAROLINE: Wow, I love his outfit so much! 

SAM: He's not that famous yet, but he has a huge following on the internet. 

CAROLINE: Maybe Timothy will live long enough for them to be friends. 

SAM: Of course he will if he's a vampire! 

[both laugh] 

CAROLINE: Maybe Timothy could design some clothes for him! 

SAM: That would be sooo cool! Would you draw some? 

[As Sam and Caroline look at each other they start to see each other as their characters almost like 
a superimposition. Sam invites Caroline to come over to their house after work and Caroline accepts 
the invitation. Sam checks their watch and says it's time to go back to work.] 
 
Manager 
[Caroline is feeling better and goes back into the mall to start their shift. They come rushing in 
and barely clock-in on time when they look up to see their manager standing there. The 
manager tells them that some guys came in looking for them. She describes the 'bros' who 
confronted Caroline earlier.] 
 
MANAGER: Friends of yours? 

CAROLINE: No, I have no idea who they are. [Caroline is kinda freaked out.] 

MANAGER: Well, that's boys for you. You've probably got some stalkers now. [laughs] 

CAROLINE: Stalkers…? [Caroline is even more freaked out.] 

MANAGER: Aw, don't worry about it, they don't mean no harm. 

CAROLINE: H..how do you know? 



MANAGER: Aw honey, don't worry. Listen. I've been the only woman in my position working in 

retail for years, it's all an 'old boys club'. All men think with this head instead of this head, ya 

know what I mean. [She gestures and laughs.] But don't worry you'll learn how to handle 'em. 

MANAGER: You got a boyfriend? 

CAROLINE: Um, no... 

MANAGER: That's good, you're still young, don't need to be thinking about dating yet. When I 

hired you I could tell you weren't boy-crazy like a lot of girls your age. 

CAROLINE: But I do like boys-- 

[They are interrupted by a large group of kids enters the arcade, including the kid that Caroline 

kicked out when they closed early the other day. ] 

 

Girlfriend 
[After work (around 4:30PM,) Caroline and Sam are driving along a road lined with evergreens 
and farms and large houses set back off the road.] 
 
SAM: First I have to stop and pick up a package. 

CAROLINE: Oh cool, the only packages I get are from my grandma on Christmas. 

SAM: Actually it's from my girlfriend Erin! 

[Caroline stares at Sam with some awe/shock] 

CAROLINE: W..Wow, that's awesome! She doesn't live here? 

SAM: No she lives in California. Actually...we haven't even met in person yet. 

CAROLINE: Oh! Well, that's cool. I..I think it's cool that you have a girlfriend! [Caroline says a 

little too enthusiastically.] 

SAM: We met on the music sharing site Panster, she has access to a lot more Japanese media 

on the West Coast so she sends me stuff. 

 

[They pull into the parking lot of a small rural-looking post office. There are some cars in the 
parking lot, one featuring a dixie flag bumper sticker. Sam puts the car in park and excitedly 
opens the door.] 
 
SAM: Be right back! 

 
[Caroline waits in the car while Sam goes inside. As they wait, Caroline looks at their reflection 
in the rear view mirror and frets over their looks a little bit. Caroline reflects on the fact that they 
feel a little jealous of Erin. When Sam gets back they tear the package open to reveal a VHS 
cassette. They hold up the tape like a precious item with light-beam effects surrounding it.] 



 
SAM: This here is six hours of J-pop music videos! 
[Sam is grinning.] 
 
Music Video 
[Caroline and Sam arrive at Sam's house and Sam explains that their mom isn't at home right 
now because she's a single mom and she's at work. Sam and Caroline are hanging out in the 
living room watching the TV and eating popcorn. On the TV a music video featuring the band 
'Contact' made up of Haru and Yuusuke. Haru is singing in the foreground and Yuusuke is 
playing keyboard in the background.] 
 
SFX: music/singing coming from the TV. 

SAM: Wow, is that pink crushed velvet? 

 
[Throughout this scene there are some close up shots of Sam and Caroline's hands and mouths 
as they reach for and munch on some popcorn. On the TV screen is Haru on a beach and then 
a shot of Yuusuke with a mermaid tail.] 
 

CAROLINE: Wait, did he turn into a mermaid just now…? 

SAM: Yeah, a Mer/man/! [they laugh] 

[Now Yuusuke can be seen walking out of the water onto the sand.] 

CAROLINE: OooOoh, look he turned human! 

[On screen Haru reaches out to touch Yuusuke] 

CAROLINE: Oh my gosh, are they like, in love? 

SAM: It seems like it-- I can't believe the band broke up years ago! 

CAROLINE: They did?! Aw no, I want more... 

SAM: Me too! I actually really like their music. 

CAROLINE: It's so sentimental, tender, and sweet. 

SAM: And extremely gay! [with a grin.] 

 
Conversation with Dad 
[Caroline's dad comes to get them from Sam's house.] 

DAD: Well, Sam sure did seem nice. And her mom too! 

CAROLINE: Yeah, she's really great! 

DAD: I'm glad to see you making some new friends. I haven't seen much of your old highschool 

friends around since graduation. 

CAROLINE: Well, ya'know, they're doing their own stuff now. 



DAD: It's hard to believe my little girl is all grown up! 

CAROLINE: Oh dad, I'm basically still the same person. 

[Dad pauses, he seems distracted.] 

DAD: Are you? Your mom and I are worried about you. What with all this Japanime and then 

dressing up and wrapping your, y'know… [he trails off too embarrassed to talk about Caroline's 

binding habit.] 

CAROLINE: Dad!! [Caroline is embarrassed and annoyed.] 

DAD: It really upsets your mother! And so… that's why we both agreed that we want you to go 

see a counselor. Tomorrow. 

CAROLINE: What?! Tomorrow?! No way, you can't make me spill my guts to some stranger! 

DAD: No, I can't make you, but you are living under my roof! 

[Caroline looks shocked and hurt.] 

DAD: Aw, look I'm sorry. Will you please just give it a try? For your mother? 

CAROLINE: [is pouting] I guess so... 

 
Daydream 
[When they get home Caroline shuts themself in their room and lay on the bedroom floor feeling 
weird. They think about Sam and Erin and their original characters. They wonder if Sam likes 
girls and boys or someone (like Caroline) who isn't sure if they are a girl or a boy. As they stare 
off into the distance they are pictured as floating up to the ceiling into a sea of clouds where the 
characters Timothy, Niko, the band Contact are all hanging out. Yuusuke and Haru of Contact 
are standing on a small stage in the clouds holding microphones. Timothy gestures for Caroline 
to sit down between him and Niko. ] 
 
TIMOTHY: [To Caroline] I'm glad you finally got my text. I've been trying to reach you for so 

long. [He places an item in Caroline's hands.] 

NIKO: See? We're all here. The concert can start now. 

CAROLINE: Huh, what text?  

[Caroline looks down to see the seashell from the music video. Then the seashell rings and 
suddenly it is a phone. Caroline answers the phone and it is Yuusuke from the band 'Contact' 
calling. Caroline looks up to see him and Haru standing on a stage in front of them and talking 
on his cellphone and directly to them at the same time.] 
  
YUUSUKE: As the waves wash over us we emerge new every time! 

HARU: That's how we reach for infinity!  



[Haru and Yuusuke strike poses with their microphone and keyboard and glitter explodes all 

around.] 

 

[Then Caroline wakes up and it's late that night.] 

 
Brandon's Story 
[Caroline stumbles into the living room and turns on the TV. Playing is a new movie which 
represents a fictional alternate of the movie "Boys Don't Cry" called "Brandon's Story". Caroline 
is interested because they heard it's about "a girl with a male alter ego," which is how Brandon 
Teena was referred to in movie reviews at the time. (I felt that in this case it would be 
appropriate to make an exception to the fictionalization of names, brands, etc. in order to honor 
Brandon Teena.) The scene is mostly silent with some dialogue coming from the screen. The 
point of view flips between seeing parts of the movie and the reactions of Caroline watching the 
movie. As they watch they are happy at first and then slowly become shocked and freaked out. 
By the end of this scene readers should be thinking "good thing Caroline has a counseling 
appointment tomorrow".] 
 
[The movie screen shows the title and then we see Brandon getting his hair cut by his friend.] 

BRANDON: Cut my hair shorter! 

BRANDON'S MALE FRIEND: Ok girl, just be careful. 

[Brandon is now in a bar talking to a cute girl who just got done singing karaoke.] 

BRANDON: Hey, I uh, really liked your singing up there. 

CUTE GIRL: Aw, why aren't you sweet! 

[Cut to Caroline in the dark eating popcorn. Some dialogue is heard while still on Caroline.] 

BRANDON: Will you go out with me? 

[Back to screen where Brandon is being introduced to his new girlfriend's family.] 

GIRLFRIEND: Brandon, these are my brothers. I'd like y'all to meet my new boyfriend! 

[Cut to Brandon with no shirt on and it he is show to be wearing an Ace bandage binding his 

chest.] 

GIRLFRIEND: Now that I know your secret I still love you… but my brothers might not. 

[Cut to brother yelling at Brandon.] 

BROTHER: That's a chick?! 

BROTHER: Now you're gonna get it! 

SFX: Bang!!! 

[Screen partially shows Brandon's hand with blood running across the ground. Then it cuts to 
the ending credits. Then cut to Caroline's shocked face.] 



 
Counselor 
[Caroline is sitting in the counselor's office and is looking nervous and kind of sick.] 

COUNSELOR: So, Carol, can I call you Carol? [Caroline starts to answer 'no' but is cut off as 

the counselor continues to speak] Why are you here? 

CAROLINE: Well, my parents made this appointment for me… 

COUNSELOR: Is there something going on in your home life? 

CAROLINE: I think it's just that they don't like it when I-- Well sometimes I like to [Caroline trails 

off and starts to mumble "wrap my chest and pretend I'm a boy."] 

COUNSELOR: Can you speak up dear? 

CAROLINE: It's just that I think I might be… gay.. or.. a lesbian.. or something? I might have a 

crush on this girl, I don't know, I mean she's kind of 'boyish'. I don't know. 

COUNSELOR: You sound unsure… 

CAROLINE: Well I guess I am... 

[Sweat drops appear on Caroline's face.] 

COUNSELOR: Hmmm.. I don't think you are…a homosexual. 

Caroline: W..what?  Why not? [Caroline looks kind of disappointed] 

COUNSELOR: That's not how I've heard my lesbian and gay clients talk about themselves. 

CAROLINE: Well it's just, I mean, I think I might be sure about the crush but I'm just unsure 

about the girl part... 

[The counselor smiles sympathetically and gives Caroline a look of pity. She places her hand on 

their shoulder.] 

COUNSELOR: At your age it's normal to have a lot of different mixed up feelings. Don't worry 

you're a perfectly normal girl. 

[The word 'girl' visually haunts Caroline echoing in their head as the scene ends.] 

 
The Talk 
[Caroline and Sam sit sipping beverages in the food court.] 
CAROLINE: Well don’t lesbians like boobs? I mean, I like them ok I guess? 
SAM: Yeah I guess it just depends on the person attached to them. [they laugh] 
[They try looking at some girls in the mall and they agree that girls are cute.] 
CAROLINE: So, maybe we are lesbians? 
SAM: Yeah maybe, except I don't feel like a woman. 
CAROLINE: Me either, but I still like girly stuff… plus I don't think I would actually be able to act 
like 'how guys are supposed to act,' you know? 



SAM: I know, me either! Whenever I roleplay online I always choose to be a guy character, but 
it's usually a feminine guy. 
CAROLINE: Online roleplay? Wow, I've never been very good improv or acting or anything. 
SAM: You don't have to be good at acting, this is different. Hey, you should play with me and 
Erin! 
CAROLINE: Seriously? Do you think it would be okay? 
SAM: Probably! It's not like 'cyber sex' or something. I mean it could be, theoretically, but like, 
with a plot? 
[Sam gets flustered and Caroline smiles.] 
CAROLINE: I'm just glad that you get it… whatever it is... 
SAM: [after a pause] I’ve heard it’s called ‘penis envy’ 
[Caroline is alarmed and stares at Sam who looks serious for a beat and then they bust out 
laughing.] 
 
[A little kid walks by and bumps into Sam and refers to Sam as ‘him’ and then stares wide eyed 
at them. The kids mom prompts Sam to gender himself or correct the kid but he doesn't and 
acts cool about it. Caroline thinks it is awesome.] 
 
Online Roleplay 
Sam, Caroline, and Erin meet online in AIM and do a roleplay together. Caroline meets Erin for 
the first time. 
 
[The scene opens on a scene in a futuristic bakery/cafe. Two characters sit next to each other 
on barstools-- Timothy and Niko (Caroline and Sam's characters who will be recognizable from 
their sketchbooks.) They have a conversation in which the scene is introduced and their clothing 
changes a few times to indicate their imaginations presence in the scene.] 
NIKO: Actually I think I liked them the other way. 
[Niko's wings change from angel wings to devil wings. Keep POV the same.] 
TIMOTHY: And we're rivals? 
NIKO: Yeah, but like on a professional level. 
TIMOTHY: Yeah like, you'd better not take any of my fans. 
NIKO: [laughing] My fans taste is way too sophisticated to listen to your mopey graveyard rock. 
TIMOTHY: Trust me, I know all about your fan’s taste. [wink] 
NIKO: Hey, you’d better not eat my fans! 
TIMOTHY: I don’t eat them, I just drain their blood... 
[The clothing changes one more time.] 
NIKO: Nice coat. 
TIMOTHY: Thanks 
CAROLINE: [typing] I'm pretty nervous. 
SAM: [text appears in response] Don't worry, she's really good! 
SFX: Bling! 



[The door to the cafe slams open and Kagaya-san (Erin's character) makes his entrance. He 
looks like a combination of the video game character Sephiroth and the J-rock star Gackt. He 
looks intimidating.] 
KAGAYA: Boys! [He makes his way towards them with urgency.] 
Get down!! [He leaps towards them and pulls them under the table. Gunshots can be heard.] 
NIKO: What's happening?! 
KAGAYA: They're here for the disk! Timothy, you run for the front, Niko and I will meet you out 
back. 
TIMOTHY: Okay! 
NIKO: Wait! 
TIMOTHY: Don't worry, I can't be hurt by bullets! 
NIKO: Huh? I thought the whole vampire thing was just-- 
[They are interrupted by gunshots again] 
KAGAYA: Go, go now!! 
[They split and run for the doors. Just as Timothy dives towards the door…] 
SFX: Knock! Knock! 
[We are knocked out of the scene into Caroline's bedroom. Their mom is knocking on the 
bedroom door. The roleplay transcript is visible on the computer screen.] 
MOM: Honey? 
CAROLINE: Mom! What?! 
MOM: Sorry, but I need to use the phone! 
CAROLINE: Right now?!! 
MOM: Well, yeah, in a minute! 
[Caroline is frustrated as they turn back towards the computer.] 
CAROLINE: [typing] ((My mom has to use the stupid phone!!!)) 
[When Caroline logs back on they are loading Niko, who has been shot, into the getaway car 
driven by Kagaya-san. Timothy sits in the back cradling Niko.] 
TIMOTHY: Niko, you've been shot! 
NIKO: Hey, thanks for trying to protect me. 
KAGAYA: Here, wrap this around his leg and stop the bleeding! 
[He dramatically rips off his tie and hands it to Timothy.] 
NIKO: Don't worry…it's not that bad. 
TIMOTHY: Hang in there… I can't do this stupid tour without you. 
[Niko and Timothy share a romantic moment as Timothy holds him in the car.] 
 
Roleplay Transcript (can be seen on the screen during the out of game moments.) 
 
EmoVamp: Timothy is wearing a long leather overcoat with devil wings. Or maybe angel wings! 
CyberneticQT: ((Actually I think I liked them the other way.)) 
EmoVamp: And we're rivals? 
CyberneticQT: ((When you type out of character do this)) 
EmoVamp: ((Oh! Okay.)) 
CyberneticQT: ((Yeah, but like on a professional level.)) 



EmoVamp: Yeah like, you'd better not take any of my fans. 
CyberneticQT: Oh you think my fans go to your concerts? 
EmoVamp: OOhhh, you're gonna pay for that!  
EmoVamp: ((Actually I think he's going to be wearing a fur coat.)) 
CyberneticQT: Nice coat. 
EmoVamp: Thanks 
EmoVamp: ((I'm pretty nervous!)) 
CyberneticQT: ((Don't worry, she's really good.)) 
ManagerSenpai: ((Hello! Sorry I'm running late, thanks for waiting!)) 
CyberneticQT: ((No problem! We're ready when you are!)) 
EmoVamp: ((Hi, it's nice to meet you!)) 
ManagerSenpai: ((You too, thanks for joining us today! Shall we get started?)) 
ManagerSenpai: 
::It's the year 3000 and Timothy, Niko, and Kagaya-san all work for PB&J Records. Niko, a 
cybernetic pop superstar, and Timothy a vampire rockstar, must team up! They've shared a 
healthy rivalry but also have a secret admiration for each other. Their manager Kagaya-san has 
to get them into shape and working as a team before the tour starts in two months! Afterall 
pop-synth-goth music is totally 'in' right now. The three are now meeting in Kagaya-san's 
favorite bakery and cafe (he actually has a huge sweet tooth!) Suddenly gunshots can be heard 
outside!:: 
ManagerSenpai: Boys! *He locates them and comes running towards their table* 
Get down!! *He leaps, tackling them and rolling under the table.* 
ManagerSenpai: ((He's not trying to hurt them!)) 
EmoVamp: ((I think Timothy might be bullet proof?)) 
ManagerSenpai: ((Sure, if you want to play him that way. He is a vampire, right?)) 
EmoVamp: ((I think it could be cool! Maybe he could shield them!)) 
CyberneticQT: ((I kind of want Niko to get shot.)) 
ManagerSenpai: ((That could be arranged.)) 
ManagerSenpai: They're here for the disk! Timothy, you run for the front, Niko and I will meet 
you out back. 
EmoVamp: Okay! 
CyberneticQT: Wait! *grabs Timothy's arm* 
TIMOTHY: Don't worry, I can't be hurt by bullets! 
NIKO: Huh? I thought the whole vampire thing was just-- 
ManagerSenpai::They are interrupted by gunshots again!:: 
ManagerSenpai: Go, go now!! *he grabs Niko's hand and leads him towards the door* 
EmoVamp: ((My mom has to use the stupid phone!!!)) 
CyberneticQT: ((Oh no!)) 
ManagerSenpai: ((That's okay.)) 
EmoVamp: ((brb)) 
ManagerSenpai: 
::The three of them spill out into the back alley behind the bakery. As Kagaya turns to take count 
of the musicians he sees that Niko is curled on the cement holding onto his thigh and wincing in 



pain! He quickly ushers them into the back of the car he has waiting out back.:: ((He is always 
prepared!)) 
CyberneticQT: Kagaya-san!  
ManagerSenpai: Lie still! Timothy will look after you. 
::He plans to drive them to a safe spot where he will explain everything.:: ((Actually I have to go 
so I'm going to write this next part and then if Caroline gets back you two should do a scene in 
the safehouse.)) 
EmoVamp: Niko, you're shot! 
CyberneticQT: Hey, thanks for trying to protect me. ((He is so trying to play it cool!!)) 
ManagerSenpai: Here, wrap this around his leg and stop the bleeding! 
::He dramatically rips off his tie and hands it to Timothy.:: 
CyberneticQT: Don't worry…it's not that bad. 
EmoVamp: Hang in there… I can't do this stupid tour without you. ((Timothy is seriously 
worried!)) 
 
The News 
[In the morning Caroline receives a text from Sam telling Caroline that they have something to 
tell them and they make plans to meet at the mall before work.] 
SAM: Hey so I just found out that Rei Tanaka is going to the musical guest at this anime 
convention Anime Implosion next month. It's the biggest anime con on the East Coast! 
CAROLINE: Wow cool! Um, who is that again? 
SAM: Remember, the guy on the tape right after the mermaid Contact video? 
CAROLINE: Oh yeah! I really liked him! 
SAM: After Contact broke up Rei and Yuusuke did some anime openings together. 
CAROLINE: That's so cool! 
SAM: And, guess what? I'm going to go and meet Erin there! 
CAROLINE: Oh! Cool… [Caroline's reaction is kinda disappointed but also excited for Sam. 
They have mixed feelings.] 
SAM: Aaaaand I was wondering if you want to go with me? 
CAROLINE: Wait, seriously?!! That would be so much fun! 
[Caroline's expression lights up with excitement and joy.] 
 
Dance It Up 
[Sam and Caroline are playing on the Dance It Up machine in the arcade.] 
SAM: We have time for one more round before work! 
CAROLINE: So who should we cosplay as at Anime Implosion? 
SAM: Contact of course! 
CAROLINE: You have to go as Yuusuke! 
SAM: And you would make the perfect Haru! 
[Caroline blushes and stumbles as the song starts and arrows start appearing on the screen. 
The pair start stomping away on the Dance It Up machine with exaggerated expressions and 
sweat pouring. The machine says encouraging things like 'great, nice, good job' and as they 
play people start to gather around them and stare with 'oohs' and 'aaahs'.  



SAM: We should do another cosplay on the second day. 
CAROLINE: Like what? 
SAM: How about some characters from Magnetism? 
CAROLINE: That would be so cooool! 
SAM: But the costuming…how would we make all that armour? 
CAROLINE: Yeah, maybe we could make up some alternate costumes. 
SAM: Hey! What if we go as Niko and Timothy?! 
CAROLINE: Our OCs?! Actually that might be really cool! I'd have to get some glue-on fangs... 
[The song ends and screen says 'FAIL'.] 
CAROLINE: Hey! 
SAM: What the--? 
 
Cosplay Montage 
[long shot of inside fabric store 
close up on some faux leather 
close up on some faux fur 
medium shot of Caroline and Sam as Sam holds up a roll of sequins with a string of the sequins 
partially unrolled. 
Feather Boa 
Scissors cutting (actions shot) 
Close up as Caroline uses an iron 
Close up sewing machine 
Single silver glove. Caroline poses with glove. 
Caroline is cutting out letters with an exacto. 
Ironing 
Rit dye 
Pull back and they are wearing or holding up the some of the finished parts.] 
 
Perfect Body 
[Caroline seeks out some help with the costuming from their mom. While they are at the fabric 
store Caroline's mom is wrapping a tape measure around them. ] 
MOM: [Holding up measuring tape showing 36"] 
MOM: 36 24 36! 
MOM: Did you know that those are considered perfect measurements?! 
CAROLINE: [looks annoyed] You have to measure it with my boobs flat because that's how I'm 
going to wear it at the con. 
MOM: Oh honey, do you have to do that? 
CAROLINE: Yeah mom, it's part of the whole costume! 
MOM: It's just that...well, can't you be a guy character who's a girl? 
CAROLINE: What? No! 
[Some people nearby are watching the interaction.] 
OBSERVER 1: I wish I could have a body like yours. 
[They trace an hourglass shape in the air with their hands.] 



OBSERVER 2: Behold, the perfect body!  
[Observers 1 and 2 laugh] 
CAROLINE: W..well I would gladly give you my boobs… 
MOM: Don't say that! [She is embarrassed] 
[Caroline looks embarrassed and guilty.] 
OBSERVER 1: What? 
OBSERVER 2: Weird. 
 
Haircut 
[Sam and Caroline are pulling into the mall parking lot. As they walk through the mall they have 
a conversation.] 
SAM: Sometimes it's hard to get them to cut it short enough...but she's my mom's hairdresser. 
She's used to me asking for weird stuff. 
SAM: You're gonna be such a cute Haru! 
CAROLINE: You think so?! You're going to be the best Dai-chan! 
SAM: Thanks! We both kinda look the part, right? 
CAROLINE: I wonder if anyone will recognize us-- 
SAM: Well, even if they don't, Rei will… and that's what matters! 
[They approach the salon.] 
HAIRDRESSER: Hello ladies! 
SAM: Hi Denise! 
DENISE:How's your mom, huh? 
SAM: She's good. 
DENISE: So you're gonna be anime chicks, huh? 
CAROLINE: uuhh… 
SAM: Actually, we're going as guys! 
DENISE: Guys? 
SAM: See? I've prepared a collage! 
[Sam pulls out a piece of paper and shows it to Denise. On it are images of the band Contact.] 
SAM: That's Yuusuke, he's a synthesizer genius! And that's Haru, he has the voice of a 
broadway star! Together they are a band called 'Contact.' 
DENISE: These are men? 
SAM: Yes! 
CAROLINE: Yeah, they both kinda look like women. 
DENISE: Well, so what? I like pretty boys! 
[She ponders for a moment.] 
DENISE: So, you wanna be men who look like women. 
[Caroline and Sam giggle and blush.] 
DENISE: Alright, let's make some magic! 
[She begins with Sam's haircut instructing them to tilt their head. The haircut is drawn as 
montage.] 
DENISE: Okay sweetie, you're all done! 
[Sam's new haircut is revealed and Caroline stares at them with hearts in their eyes.] 



DENISE: [to Caroline] You're next dear. 
[Caroline is now sitting in the chair.] 
DENISE: So, did you go to school with Samantha? 
CAROLINE: Who's Sam--oh! 
SAM: Just Sam is fine, thanks! 
CAROLINE: Like, this one time… 
[There is a flashback to Caroline sitting in a high school classroom. Caroline is drawing on a 
piece of paper while the teacher lectures.] 
TEACHER: It was the first down, rebels versus the yanks! 
[He notices that Caroline is not paying attention.] 
TEACHER: What do we have here? Caroline…? 
[He takes the piece of paper and looks at the drawing of a bishounen in a maid dress. Caroline 
is anxious and embarrassed.] 
TEACHER: She's hot! If I could draw like that I'd never come to work! 
[He laughs and then the whole class laughs at Caroline. Then the flashback ends and we are 
back in the salon.] 
CAROLINE: But he was supposed to be a boy! 
DENISE: Hold still dear. 
CAROLINE: Oh yeah, sorry! 
DENISE: Well, Sam's told me all about japanime… I can't say I really get it, but whatever makes 
ya'll happy! 
[She finishes the haircut.] 
DENISE: [To Caroline] Ok hon, you're all done! 
[Caroline's new haircut is revealed and they stare at themself in the mirror in awe.] 
DENISE: Alright ladies, I mean gentlemen! It's $80 for the both of you, and don't forget to tip! 
[They leave the salon and wave goodbye to Denise.] 
CAROLINE: Thanks for taking me!  
SAM: Yeah! You look so cool now! I mean-- you looked cool before too! 
CAROLINE: Don't worry, you know I'm still uncool! 
[As they walk into the parking lot their hands brush.] 
 
Sleepover 
[Sam and Caroline are at Sam's house and Sam's mom makes them some hot chocolate. They 
are sitting at the table drawing and doing some last minute planning for the convention and 
looking at the convention schedule. Sam’s mom approaches them and peeks at what they are 
drawing.] 
SAM'S MOM: You and your wimpy blonde boys… [teasing] 
SAM'S MOM: Hey! They’re not all blonde...! Niko has pink hair! 
[Mom and Caroline laugh.] 
SAM: Actually, I mentioned I was planning on dying mine pink for the con and Icy Drops said I 
wasn't allowed to have it that way. 
CAROLINE: What? Oh no! 
SAM: I know right?  



CAROLINE: But it's an ice cream shop! I bet the kids would love it! 
SAM: They would! And I really want to do it!!  
SAM'S MOM: Uh oh. Don't wanna lose your job though, right? 
SAM: No... 
[They are now in Sam's room talking.] 
CAROLINE: I haven't been to a sleepover since high school! 
SAM: [laughing] So like, last year? 
CAROLINE: [laughing] Yeah I guess, but it already seems like a long time ago. 
SAM: I wasn't usually allowed to do sleepovers because my friends were mostly guys. 
CAROLINE: Oh, that's really annoying. I'm glad I'm allowed to sleep over! 
SAM: That's just because my mom doesn't know you're a guy. 
[they laugh] 
CAROLINE: Apparently she doesn't know you're a guy either! 
[They laugh but also are serious.] 
SAM: I mean, it really upset me when I wasn't allowed to stay at sleepovers with my friends. 
They were like my brothers, I was one of them! 
[They are interrupted by a 'ding' from Sam's computer.] 
SAM: Oh! That's probably Erin, I told her you were sleeping over tonight. 
CAROLINE: Wait, you're online right now?  
SAM: Yeah! I convinced my mom to get cable internet a few months ago.  
CAROLINE: So you can like, just leave it on all the time?! 
[Caroline is in awe as they sit down to have a brief conversation with Erin via instant message.] 
ERIN: You guys, I'm about to leave for my flight, I can't believe you two are still awake! 
SAM: Yeah, we were just getting ready to go to bed. 
ERIN: I'm going to sleep on the plane. I can't wait to see you, I'm so excited!! a;lskdfjsa :D :D :D 
SAM: We're super excited too!!! :)  
 
Anxiety Dream 
[That night Caroline has an anxiety dream about the convention. As Caroline approaches the 
door to the convention center, Rei and Contact are there to greet them.] 
REI: Welcome! Please come in and step into the spotlight.  
YUUSUKE: Follow your heart... 
HARU: Reach for infinity… 
[As Caroline walks past them, Caroline is suddenly naked.] 
CAROLINE: Oh no! 
[Caroline wraps their arms around themself trying to cover up.] 
CAROLINE: I… I think I forgot my costume! 
[A crowd of people have gathered around in a circle to laugh at them. Caroline falls to their 
knees and sees Kagaya-san in the circle and he is laughing extra hard. As Caroline bends 
forward with embarrassment blood comes out of their mouth and some teeth fall out. Caroline 
suddenly wakes up from the dream in a sweat.] 
 
Part 2: Anime Convention 



 
Day1 
 
Anime Implosion 
[They are sitting in Sam's kitchen eating cereal in the morning and Sam's mom is leaving for 
work. Caroline looks sleepy.] 
SAM'S MOM: You two just be safe now! Call me when you get there! 
[After Sam's mom closes the door Sam and Caroline look at eachother.] 
SFX: Slam! 
SAM: Sleep okay? 
CAROLINE: Yeah totally! [a lie but Sam doesn't notice] 
SAM: I am so excited! I still can't believe we're actually going! 
CAROLINE: I know, me too! 
SAM: Thanks for convincing your parents to let us use their car. 
CAROLINE: It wasn't easy! [laughing] I actually.. I lied to them. 
SAM: You what? Oh my gosh!! 
CAROLINE: Don't worry I just said that my therapist said it would be good for me to 'express 
myself' at the convention. 
SAM: Well, I would agree with your therapist then. [wink] 
 
[Cut to them in the car. This scene should give the mood of 'feeling free'-- the freedom of 
adulthood. Caroline and Sam are riding down the highway, the windows are down, and their hair 
is blowing around. The car is equipped to play "mp3 cd's" with 'a lot' of tracks. Eventually Sam is 
asleep and Caroline thinks they are adorable (to be shown through non-verbal expression.) 
When they get close to the convention center it is dark and they start to see people in costume. 
The skyline of Baltimore is visible. ] 
CAROLINE: Hey, Sam! Wake up! 
SAM: huh? Wow it's beautiful… the city! 
[They turn a corner and see even more people in costume.] 
CAROLINE: Look!! Anime people! 
SAM: Hey it's Shav from Quadblade! 
CAROLINE: and a Lord of Brawlers group! 
[They pull into the hotel parking garage. As they step out with their luggage in tow they are 
surrounded by cosplayers.] 
 
Meet Erin 
[The hotel lobby is large and there is chandelier and some fountains and escalators. People in 
costumes are everywhere! Maybe an epic two page spread. Caroline and Sam are sitting in the 
lobby and Sam has just received a text from Erin while Caroline is fidgeting.] 
SAM: Okay, she’s on her way down to help us carry all this stuff. 
CAROLINE: Oh! Great... 
SAM: Don't worry she's really nice. Nothing like Kagaya-san! 
[Erin comes through the doorway looking very cool with a big smile.] 



ERIN: Hello boys!! 
[She waltzes over and gives them each big hugs.] 
ERIN: It's so nice to finally meet you, both of you, in person! 
SAM: I can't believe it! 
CAROLINE: It's so nice to meet you too! 
ERIN: Come on, let’s drop all this off in the room. 
[They are put at ease by her friendly and casual attitude.] 
 
Checking Out the Con 
[Caroline, Sam, and Erin are wandering through the Artists Alley. Artists Alley was more sparse 
and casual in the early 2000's-- just artists at tables with their sketchbooks, some folders with 
original art, and their art supplies taking up most of the space.] 
ERIN: [To Caroline] Sam showed me some of your art. I was really impressed! 
CAROLINE: Oh! Thank you… [Caroline feels self conscious] 
ERIN: You could totally have a booth here. Both of you are so good at drawing! 
CAROLINE AND SAM: Huh? N..no way! That would be too scary. 
ERIN: Seriously, you guys could do this. You could make money with your art. 
CAROLINE: I've just always drawn for myself. I hate showing my art to other people. 
SAM: Yeah I would be way too embarrassed! 
ERIN: Aw, c'mon you two! Hey, I know! I'll commission you to draw a picture of my character 
Kagaya-san! You have your sketchbooks with you, right? 
CAROLINE AND SAM: [mumbling] M..maybe. I don't know I think I forgot mine.. 
[Trying to avoid the subject Caroline starts looking through portfolios. In the background Erin is 
still trying to convince Sam to draw the commission. Caroline opens a portfolio that has a postit 
note with "18+" written on it.] 
CAROLINE INTERNAL: Hmmm, I'm 18 plus… 
[We don't see what's inside but Caroline is blushing intensely.] 
CAROLINE: Wow, that's… 
ARTIST: Yes…? 
CAROLINE: I..it's really well drawn! 
[Caroline steps back bumping into Erin who is standing behind them. She gives them a knowing 
smile. As they exit the Artists Alley Erin spots a cosplayer she wants to take a picture of.] 
ERIN: Oh my god! You are the best Berry-chan!  
COSPLAYER: Thank you! [Posing as Erin takes the photo] 
SAM: Seeing everyone in costume is so amazing! 
CAROLINE: Somehow I feel like I fit in better even without putting on a costume yet. 
ERIN: I don't know if I'm more excited for your Contact cosplay or your Niko and Timothy 
cosplay! I brought some stuff to do Kagaya-san on the last day too. Maybe we can pretend we 
are all here as a publicity stunt to play an side act for Rei Tanaka. 
CAROLINE AND SAM: Oh my god! I love that idea, that would be so fun! 
CAROLINE: A side act?! Timothy resents that! [laughing] 
SAM: Niko is probably still weak but mostly better from being shot. 
CAROLINE: Is there a reason they didn't take him to the hospital? 



ERIN: Because of the disk. [She wiggles her fingers mysteriously] 
CAROLINE: Oh yeah! We never did end up finding out about that. 
ERIN: All in good time young one… 
CAROLINE: Young? I'm 587 years old! 
SAM: A grumpy old man! 
[Some of the people around them are eyeing them (in a friendly way) and Sam is trying to 
suppress a giggle.] 
ERIN: Sit down boys. Timothy, Niko, you two are going to have to learn to get along during this 
performance. 
[Erin sits down pulling down Sam and Caroline to sit on either side of her. They now transform 
visually into their characters.] 
TIMOTHY: Tell that to him! 
NIKO: You're the one who tried to bite me when I was bleeding from being shot! 
KAGA: You've gotta give him that. 
TIMOTHY: I'm a vampire, I am tormented by an unyielding thirst, okay?! 
[Niko is suppressing a giggle and Timothy sticks out his tongue at him.] 
TIMOTHY: Anyway, what's on the disk? Both of us want to know! [Niko nods in agreement.] 
KAGA: Listen, you will have to trust me for now… 
[Timothy and Niko look at eachother about to push further but Kaga quickly changes the subject 
when he spots a Dance It Up machine.] 
KAGA: Time for some team bonding! Let's get some of that competition out in a healthy way!! 
TIMOTHY AND NIKO: Huh? 
KAGA: Time to play!!! Move it! [He looks scary and Timothy and Niko hop to it. Cut to Timothy 
and Niko playing Dance It Up and bantering with each other while Kaga stands to the side and 
watches them.] 
TIMOTHY: Aaargg I can't believe I'm losing again! 
NIKO: I'm still the reigning champion then! 
TIMOTHY: Then take that princess!  
NIKO: Thats Princess of Pop to you! 
KAGA: Boys! I said healthy competition. Niko, If you are the Princess of Pop, then Timothy, you 
must be princess of your own kingdom! And what do princesses do when they get together? 
[They both stare at her looking puzzled.] 
TIMOTHY AND NIKO: Uuuhhh... 
KAGA: They work together to make both of their kingdoms stronger! Duh!! 
KAGA: Listen, it is imperative that you find your new sound together. Trust me… 
[He puts his hands on each of their shoulders and looks very seriously into their eyes. Just then 
they are interrupted by some dog pirates who are waiting to play Dance It Up.] 
PEOPLE: Um, excuse me? Are you ladies done? 
[Sam and Caroline are jarred back into their mortal forms.] 
CAROLINE: Huh? Oh!! 
SAM: Yeah, sorry! 
ERIN: [To the people] Oh my god, are you from Wan Piece? Can I take your picture? 
 



Closed Circuit TV 
[They are back in the hotel room and Erin kicks off her (high heeled) shoes and flops onto the 
bed.] 
ERIN: Oh boys, I'm so tired! It was a long flight and this guy next to me kept farting. 
[They laugh] 
CAROLINE: Yeah it was a long drive here too. But Sam only farted after falling asleep. 
SAM: I did?! 
CAROLINE: No! I’m just kidding 
[laughing] 
SAM: I did fall asleep in the car though, sorry. 
CAROLINE: It's okay. 
[Erin reaches for the remote control and invites them to come up on the bed with her. ] 
ERIN: Let’s see what’s on the closed circuit TV. It's all anime, 24/7 for the whole weekend! 
[Caroline and Sam are laying next to her on the bed as she flips through the channels.] 
ERIN: Okay, boys… I know we just met in real life and all but... would you two rub my feet?  
SAM AND CAROLINE: Huh?  
ERIN: They really hurt! 
[They look a little surprised by the request. Erin laughs at their reaction.] 
ERIN: You thought I was going to say something dirty didn't you? Naughty boys! 
[They all laugh] 
 
Day 2 
 
Cosplay Before the Concert 
[It's the next day and Caroline discovers they have slept in late and Erin is bustling around the 
hotel room getting dressed in her Rei cosplay. Sam is also up and partially dressed.] 
ERIN: Rise and shine, the concert starts in two hours! 
[Cut to Caroline and Sam standing in front of the hotel bathroom mirror half dressed in their 
costumes. Caroline's has on pants and no shirt drawn from behind.] 
SAM: Ok, ready? 
[Sam is helping Caroline wrap their chest with an ace bandage.] 
CAROLINE: Yes! Wrap me! 
[Caroline is staring at themself in the mirror with their arms out as Sam wrenches the bandage 
around their back.] 
SAM: Ok hold them down and to the sides 
[Caroline's gesture can be partially seen in the mirror and a shot of Sam's hands as the 
bandage is being pulled tight.] 
SAM: How's that? 
[Caroline's looks like they can't breath.] 
CAROLINE: [small wavy letters] It's good! 
SAM: You look so handsome! 
[Caroline is pleased as they look at themself in the full length mirror.] 



ERIN: [laughing] I'm glad I decided to do the 'girl version' this time. The last cosplay I did I had 
to bind but it was sooo uncomfortable! You should really take that off right after the concert, you 
could seriously do damage to your ribcage. 
 
Concert- 
[They are near the back of the concert hall. As the concert starts Erin is seized with 
excitement/fever and says she has to get closer to the stage. Music starts thumping and the 
crowd is cheering.] 
ERIN: Guys, I gotta get up there! 
[She starts to shove her way up.] 
CAROLINE: [To Sam] Want to try?! 
SAM: I…I don't think I can. It feels too claustrophobic! I'm sorry!! 
[Sam looks upset] 
CAROLINE: That's okay 
SAM: What? 
CAROLINE: [yelling in Sam's ear to be heard over the music] That's OKAY! 
SAM: You should go without me, I don't want you to miss out! 
CAROLINE: No way! 
[Caroline grabs Sam's hand] 
CAROLINE: I'm staying with you! 
[They dance together a little bit while smiling at each other. When they notice one of the 
cameras sweeping over the audience from above and they jump up and down and wave at it. 
As the concert ends Rei walks back out on stage.] 
ASSISTANT: Everyone, give it up for Rei Tanaka! 
[The crowd goes crazy!] 
[As Rei walks back onstage he is waving and flashing a winning smile.] 
ASSISTANT: We've noticed that some of you out there tonight are dressed up in Rei-related 
costumes for this event... Rei wants you to come up to the stage so he can get a good look at 
you! 
[Rei is nodding. Caroline and Sam exchange glances looking super excited and nervous. They 
grip each others arms and whisper loudly] 
SAM AND CAROLINE: Should we go? Does he mean us?! 
[They clumsily make their way out of their seats and going 'excuse me!' 'sorry' as they trip over 
the other people on their row of seats. Caroline gets tunnel vision as they approach the stage.] 
INTERNAL DIALOGUE: Oh my god that's him! He's really there! 
[They arrive in front of Rei along with a dozen other people including Erin all in cosplay. Rei is 
speaking to his translator/assistant in Japanese.] 
ASSISTANT: He says these are some really great costumes! 
[Rei nods and points to the first person in line saying the name of the music video that the 
costume is from. *Rei's speech could be in Kana including English or it could be him talking but 
have a speech bubble from the translator overlapping with Rei's speech bubbles.] 
REI: You're me from my Cool Breaker video, and you're me from the special release of Wild 
Blitz! OH! And you're me from the Endless Enchanted live tour! And you.... 



[He pauses when he reaches Caroline and Sam. There is a long awkward silence and his face 
turns from happy to dark gloom-stripes covering his eyes like in anime. Caroline and Sam look 
like deer in headlights. Without saying anything Rei moves to the next person, his face lights 
back up and continues as if nothing happened. Caroline and Sam share confused glances. Rei 
is saying something to Erin in the background but the focus is on the mortified faces of Sam and 
Caroline.] 
 
Post Concert Disappointment 
[Erin is very happy as they leave the building because Rei complimented her outfit and she won 
tickets to a private autograph session happening shortly.] 
ERIN: Oh my GOD, did you guys see that?! 
SAM AND CAROLINE: See what? 
ERIN: He said he loved my 'girl version' of him and then said he makes a pretty cute girl too! 
SAM AND CAROLINE: Whaaaaaat? Oh my god, he is so cool!! 
ERIN: And I can't believe we all got free tickets to get autographs. You guys, you should have 
been up front, it was so intense up there! 
[Erin continues to talk excitedly oblivious to Sam and Caroline who are becoming more upset 
and freaked out.] 
CAROLINE: Um.. 
SAM: W..we didn't get any tickets! 
[Sam and Caroline look like they are going to cry.] 
ERIN: Huh? You guys didn't get any tickets? 
CAROLINE: I think we messed up… 
[Sam starts crying and they go back to the hotel room. Erin is comforting Sam while Caroline 
sits nearby.] 
SAM: I'm just so embarrassed! 
ERIN: Maybe he didn't recognize you. 
SAM: M..maybe 
CAROLINE: Oh my gosh, what if he did recognize us! But that was a bad thing?! 
SAM: Oh no! [They start crying harder. Erin is getting a little tired of it and wants to go have 
some fun.] 
ERIN: There there. Everything is going to be okay! I'm sure he just… was tired after the concert 
or something.  
[Erin leaves to go to the signing and Sam and Caroline are left sitting in the hotel room feeling 
bad.] 
 
Sam Dyes Their Hair 
[Sam is trying to recover from crying and Caroline goes to the bathroom to get them a cup of 
water. On the counter they see the pink hair dye that Sam brought.] 
CAROLINE: Hey, you decided to bring this anyway? 
SAM: Yeah… I was really looking forward to having pink hair. 
CAROLINE: Yeah, that's so unfair. 
SAM: I can't look how I want on my own time just so I can look how they want on 'their time.' 



[Caroline sits back down next to Sam and they drink some water. Sam's look of depression is 
turning to anger and resolve.] 
SAM: Screw it. 
CAROLINE: Huh? 
SAM: I'm gonna do it anyway! Will you help me? 
CAROLINE: Yeah, of course I'll help you! 
[Cut to Sam sitting in front of Caroline while Caroline massages the dye through their hair.] 
SAM: [laughing] Nah, she might say something sarcastic but she won't kick me out or anything. 
CAROLINE: I was kind of scared when my dad said "You're living under my roof!" Like, I'm 19 
now, I have to either go to college or find my own place to live. 
SAM: Yeah, we're adults now, but everyone else is still telling us how we can look and what to 
do. 
CAROLINE: Yeah, what gives?! [laughing] I thought I get to decide what I want to do now! 
SAM: Yeah right, now we just have new rules to follow… 
[Caroline takes off the hair dying gloves and sits down to wait for the process to work as they 
continue their conversation.] 
CAROLINE: I don't want to go back. I want to stay here, where I can dress how I want and… be 
called Timothy and…be...seen as a guy…  
[Caroline is getting emotional.] 
SAM: I'll still see you that way. Even when we get back! 
CAROLINE: T...thanks [They are starting to tear up now] I just...it feels so good with Erin calling 
us "boys" and getting to play all together.  
SAM: Aw, c'mere 
[They give Caroline a hug who is starting to cry now.] 
SAM: Hey, we will have tomorrow! Let's stay in character and play the whole day! 
CAROLINE: Yeah. Yeah! Let's do that.  
[They are recovering their resolve. As Caroline pulls back from the hug and realize they have 
hair dye on their clothes.] 
SAM: Oh crap! I'm so sorry! 
CAROLINE: Oh whatever, who cares? It's not like Rei is going ask for a photo op! 
[they laugh] 
 
[Later that night Erin gets back from the autograph session and finds that Sam and Caroline are 
asleep and she thinks they look really cute. She grabs her coat and climbs on the couch to 
sleep.] 
 
Day 3 
 
Elevator 
[The next morning Caroline and Sam stand in front of an elevator door in their costumes. 
Caroline is dressed as Timothy and Sam is dressed as Niko (these are costumes and will be 
rendered in the 'cartoony' style of Sam and Caroline not the full-on fantasy style.) 



[Caroline and Sam squeeze in to an elevator is comically packed with people in costume. 
Someone is getting poked with a foam sword (add multiple elevator gags over multiple scenes).] 
SFX: Ding! 
STRANGER: Hey, nice costumes! What are you guys from? 
CAROLINE AND SAM: Uhmm. err… we're uh.. 
CAROLINE: I'm Timothy, and I'm an original character! 
[Caroline speaks with uncharacteristic boldness with a little bit of self deprecation. The people in 
the elevator laugh and Caroline is laughing with them.] 
CAROLINE: Niko and I are musicians and we'll be performing later. 
SAM: We are?! I mean, yeah we are! We just gotta put the finishing touches on our act. 
[The elevator laughs again as they reach the ground floor and everyone gets out. They pose for 
a photo for the stranger who liked their costumes.] 
STRANGER/PHOTOGRAPHER: Hey, you guys are doing your own thing! That's cool. 
[As the stranger/photographer leaves Sam and Caroline share a moment.] 
SAM: Hey, it’s always good to see a fan! 
SFX: DING! 
[Caroline gives Sam a glance that says 'I like you' and the elevator doors open. In front of them 
is the hotel lobby and then they see a sign with an arrow that says 'Karaoke all day'.] 
SAM: C'mon let's do it!!! 
 
Karaoke 
[Caroline and Sam are standing on a small stage in the center of a room with a few event staff 
sitting at a card table with a laptop running the karaoke songs and announcing the participants.] 
STAFF: Aaaalllright folks! Next up, Timothy and Niko with a brand new sound! Ready guys? 
[Caroline nervously taps their microphone] 
CAROLINE: Uhh…Hi. So we’re gonna sing Magnetism 
SAM: The opening.  
CAROLINE: The opening to Magnetism. 
SAM: The second season opening. 
CAROLINE: Yeah... 
[The moment is decompressed as they both look extremely nervous when someone from the 
audience yells] 
AUDIENCE MEMBER: Whoooo! You're my favorite band! 
[It's the photographer from the elevator! Caroline and Sam regain their confidence.] 
CAROLINE: Okay, hit it!  
STAFF: That's more like it! 
[The music starts and Caroline sing their hearts out while music notes and sparkles swirl around 
them as the audience furiously cheers them on. Sam and Caroline each get their own full page. 
As they finish up and walk down the steps to the stage a fan approaches from the audience.] 
FAN: You were so cool! You are such pretty bishounen. [She swoons] 
CAROLINE AND SAM: Thank you!! [blushing] 
FAN: Here, this is for you to share. 
[She hands them a box of Pocky] 



FAN: Please eat some together! 
[She stares at the expectantly. They glance at each other and Sam takes a stick of Pocky out of 
the box and takes a bite.] 
Sam: mmmm! 
SFX: crunch 
Sam: Want some? [to Caroline] 
[Sam put's the Pocky in their mouth and gives Caroline a cute and mischievous expression.] 
FAN: Oh, yes please! [She takes out her camera to take a picture.] 
[Caroline leans forward to take a bite] 
CROWD: Ooooooo [SFX] 
UNKNOWN AUDIENCE MEMBER: Kiss already! [yelling from the audience] 
[Caroline bites the opposite side of the Pocky stick actually bites Sam's lip. Sam falls back and 
cries out in pain. Blood spurts out.] 
CAROLINE: Oh god, I'm sorry!! 
SAM: [Holding his lip] 'Sokay [mumbling] 
[As they move aside for the next performer their new fan continues to talk to them.] 
FAN: [to Sam] I really like your pink hair. Did your boyfriend do it? 
SAM: My-- 
CAROLINE: --boyfriend? 
[they look at each other for a beat realizing she thinks they are dating.] 
SAM: Technically we aren't dating… 
FAN: Whaaat? It's just that you were so cute up there! I'm sorry. 
SAM: No, it's fine. We kinda come as a pair! 
FAN: Oooohh… well see you around!  
[She flounces off.] 
[As Sam and Caroline exit the room are approached by Erin who is also exiting the room. They 
are surprised to see her there and look guilty like they have just been caught.] 
ERIN: Just kiss already... [she is smirking but not angry.] 
SAM AND CAROLINE: Huh? That was you? 
ERIN: I'm a big fan too, you guys really rocked it up there.  
SAM: You…you're not mad? 
ERIN: Duh! You think I didn't know you two like each other? 
[Sam and Caroline look at each other surprised and blushing.] 
ERIN: Don't tell me… Have you not even talked about this yet? 
CAROLINE: [to Sam] I… it's true Sam, I liked you before but I thought...Erin… 
[Erin busts out laughing] 
ERIN: Oh please, I'm going to need you both on my team if we're going to find that new sound. 
[She winks at them] 
ERIN: Good thing I recorded your performance just now on… the disk!  
SAM AND CAROLINE: The disk!!?  
SAM: Ok, seriously what is the deal with the disk? 



[They all now morph visually into their characters. Kagaya leans in and puts his arms around 
them. He pulls a trinket out of his pocket which looks like a microchip hanging from a keychain. 
Timothy and Niko stare at it in awe.] 
NIKO: That's it? That's the disk? 
KAGAYA: Yes. It has a very special power. 
TIMOTHY: Is it magical? 
[Kagaya laughs] 
KAGAYA: No. It is a simple recording device. 
NIKO: What?  
KAGAYA: And now it contains your new sound. 
NIKO: So… it's just a regular recording of our song? 
KAGAYA: Listen. I could tell when I first heard you two arguing and your voices overlapped… 
that it was special. In my private recording studio I tried to mix the unique qualities of your 
voices together but… hearing you sing together live today was 20 times more powerful! And 
with this [he holds up the disk] I have the power to amplify your voices to infinity!! 
TIMOTHY: But, I still don’t understand 
Niko: Why were those bad guys trying to kill us? 
[Kagaya grips their shoulders and looks deeply into their eyes.] 
KAGAYA: Boy’s…sometimes when bitter and jaded people see something special that 
individuals share just between each other, they want to crush it. They want to crush it because it 
makes them feel jealous, because it holds up a mirror to all the things they’ve squashed out in 
themselves in order to conform, and it threatens the structures of power they work to maintain. 
And because it’s better than anything they ever could have written! [He starts laughing.] 
 
Kiss 
[Caroline and Sam have some privacy and they are standing close to one another.] 
CAROLINE: Hey, is your lip okay? I'm really sorry 
SAM: Don't worry...it's not that bad. 
[They look at each other knowingly.] 
CAROLINE: Hang in there… I can't do this stupid tour without you. 
[Sam's eyes grow wide and they blush. Caroline leans in and they share a kiss. As they kiss 
they look like their characters and then also like themselves.] 
 
Epilogue 
They are driving home. As the leave the alternate space of the convention they get to take a 
new part of themselves home with them. Caroline hangs 'the disk' off the rear-view mirror and 
they hold hands as they drive into the sunset. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 


